Online Forum Terms and Conditions
By using the forum you agree to these terms and conditions.
You agree that:


Use by you of the forum is entirely at your own risk



You are responsible for the content of the messages you post and any consequences that
flow from such posting(s)



CBA will not be liable for any errors or omissions in any postings or for any loss or
damages incurred as a result of the use of any information contained in the forum



CBA makes no guarantee or gives warranty of any kind whatsoever (whether express or
implied) in relation to your use of the forum or any use by any third parties



CBA shall not be liable for any loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential,
financial or otherwise) arising from the use of (or in connection with) the forum

For your own safety you should not disclose personal information such as your email address,
home address or telephone number (or any information which would identify you indirectly) on
the forum.
You further agree not to do any of the following:


post any information that is unlawful, harmful, threatening, abusive, harassing, vulgar,
profane, obscene, may cause personal distress, offensive, defamatory, false, libelous,
hateful, racially, sexually or otherwise discriminatory or post any information that is
otherwise (in the absolute discretion of CBA) objectionable



impersonate any person or entity, or misrepresent your association with a person or entity



post any information that may be invasive of another's privacy or violate the rights of any
other member, or of any third party in any way



post inflammatory messages



use the forum to encourage illegal and/or inappropriate behavior, to form or recruit
members for distinct groups whose aims are to cause disruption, or to encourage others to
do so



use the forum to promote or provide instructional information about illegal activities or
promote physical harm or injury against any group or individual



Spoil, spam, impersonate or engage in activity or behavior which CBA regard as
objectionable and/or inappropriate

CBA reserves the right to:


modify the messages of the forum from time to time, with or without notice, including
the right to terminate any topic and all (or any of) its posts for any reason



determine (in its absolute discretion) if any message or discussion is in violation of these
Terms, and edit or remove any content that it considers inappropriate



prohibit and/or ban the posting of messages by any member at any time if they should
violate these Terms, or for any other reasonable cause



CBA shall not be liable for any loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential,
financial or otherwise) arising from removing or failing to remove content

